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1.0 ENTRY CONDITIONS AND APPLICABILITY

As directed in the SRM to SECY 97-168, the staff is inspecting and monitoring licensee performance at 
shutdown to ensure that the licensees are maintaining an adequate mitigation capability (equipment, 
instrumentation, policies, procedures, and training). In the Reactor Oversight Process (ROP), the 
significance of such inspection findings is assessed, using a Risk Informed process, called the 
Significance Determination Process (SDP). The Shutdown SDP consists of: Phase 1, Defimition and 
Initial Screening of Findings and, Phase 3, Risk Significance Finalization and Justificatibn. IMC 0609 
Appendix G, Shutdown Operations Significance Determination Process is us•dto conduct the phase 1 
screening analysis. This template is used for performing phase 3 analyses for certai*BWR shutdown 
findings discussed below.  

1.1 Entry Conditions 

1.1.1 SDP-related Inspection Finding 

This SDP provides a simplified risk-informed framework to estiim" e'theincrease in core damage 
frequency during shutdown operations due to conditions which contribuie unintended risk increases 
caused by deficient licensee performance. Conditions whilh do NOTNrepresent'"deficient licensee 
performance, as determined by the staff, are considered of the acceptable plant normal operating 
risk, and are NOT candidates for SDP evaluation,.The entry conditions forktheshutdown SDP described 
in this document are degraded plant equipmen tunctions' o'rprocesses affecting initiating event 
frequency, mitigation system availabi Ity/relbility, or RCS barrierinegy that result from deficient 
licensee performance. , 

Concurrent performance deficiencies`should be assessed colleciively if they resulted from a closely-tied 
common cause. If causes are independe'nt, each performance deficiency should be assigned a color 
individually. See IMC 0609, Appendix A for moredetailed1guidance.  

Each issue shouild first be screened byusing IMC7.0612 (formerly 0610*), Appendix B to determine 
whether ornýotthe isue is a minor issue .If the issue screens as minor this SDP should not be entered.  

1.1.2 MD 8.3 Entry .  
This tool is eafindinghas been identified as requiring quantitative assessment from the phase 1 

shutdow6-S'DP screening to'l (IMC,0609 Appendix G)..  

1.2•Applieability ,= 

Theiprocess in this SDPIl designed to provide Senior Reactor Analysts a simple scrutable probabilistic 
risk framework foruse in identifying potentially risk-significant shutdown issues within the initiating 
events; initigation systems, and barriers cornerstones. The results from this SDP tool are intended to 
fa ilita'e coinuiii ication on the basis of risk significance between the NRC and licensees.  

2.0 LIMITS AND PRECAUTIONS 

2.1 Limits
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The template is a simplified tool that generates an order-of-magnitude assessment of the risk 
significance of inspection findings during shutdown operation.' 

2.2 Precautions 

2.2.1 The analyst should consider each evaluated CD sequence using the event trees to ensure that the 
scenario makes sense for the deficiency. The variability of plant configurations at shutdown and timing 
issues may result in performance deficiencies which do not directly map on the event tree. See HQs for 
assistance if needed. Before using Worksheets, users should review attached event trees to ensure that 
Worksheet entries are consistent with the sequence logic in the event trees.;' 

2.2.2 The analyst must understand: 1) the differences between precursor andeo&ndition fidings, (2) thei 

definitions of the plant operational states (POSs), and (3) the definitions ofhe shutdown initiating,, 
events. These definitions can be found in Chapter 6.4, Procedure for Si~gnificance Deterininationt.  

2.2.3 The SDP is constructed for a BWR-4. It can be used fdr other BVR product lines acknowledging 
that different systems may be used to maintain the safety functions I istedin the worksheets.  

2.2.4 The availability of standby RCS injection along with operator error drives shutdown risk. As long 
as standby injection is available, in most cases, standby'iiJetion buys timef"r oth'er operator recovery 

actions such as: leak path termination and RHR recovery. -If there are factors ithat could render the 
standby RCS injection unavailable such as: gaslntrusion~or :supportsystem unavailability, then these 
factors (assumptions) become risk significant-n"' should be 'sess&l difully.  

21.  
2.2.5 Some findings are not covere8(by thesezemplates aiid go directly to Headquarters for 

Phase 3 analysis. Examples offsuch findings areais follows: 

Findings witiffreeze seals thatiieirnstalled in systems connected to the RCS 
"where failtire could lead to uOss of inventory.  

Findings that involve containment closure deficiencies 

•++ ;+ +

+A, , /+• +• ++:+•+++-- • + 

/++$+.++
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3.0 ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

3.1 Abbreviations 

CD Core Damage 
CCW Component Cooling Water 
DHR Decay Heat Removal 
ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System \.  
INDIC. Indication 
IMC Inspection Manual Chapter /7 
LOI Loss of Reactor Inventory Initiating Event 
LER Licensee Event Report 
LOOP Loss of Offsite Power 
LORHR Loss of RHR Initiating Event \ 
OP. Operator 
POS Plant Operational State 
PRA Probabilistic Risk Assessment--, 
RCS Reactor Coolant Systemt , 
RHR Residual Heat RemovacY,, 
ROP Reactor Oversighltocess _ = 
SDP Significance Deterxhination Process 
SRW Site Raw Water,> i 
SSW Standby Seirice Wate" / 
TW Time Win6,8 I 
TW-E Early~imLWin dow hefore refuling operation 

a te ne W.. 'after refueling operation 

3.2 IDefitions 

Phases of IS* "ficance Dtermtination 

Phasel -Characterizatzo ihani'lnitial Screening of Findings: Precise characterization of the 
finding and an initial screenifig of very low-significance findings for disposition by the license 
corrective action program.  

Pha's 3ý-.RiskSi•nficance Finalization and Justification: Assessment of the risk significan( 
ofa shutdown finding as directed from the Phase 1 analysis (IMC 0609 Appendix G)..  

Precursor Finding - Inspection findings that have the potential to cause a loss of the operating 
train of RHR.

•e's 

•e
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Condition findings - Inspection findings that only involve a degridation of the licensee's 
mitigation capability.  

Loss of RHR (LORHR) - Includes losses of RHR resulting from failures of the RHR system 
(such as RHR pump failure) or failures of the RHR support systems other than offsite power.  

Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) - Includes losses of offsite power which cause a loss, 'of RHR.  

Loss of Reactor Inventory (LOI) - Includes losses of RCS inventory that lead to a loss of RHR 
due to isolation of RHR on Level 3 or loss of RHR due to,6o9sof RHR pump suction.  

POS 1 - This POS starts when the RHR system is put into service, and RCS~pressure'is reduced 
below 135 psig with the MSIVs closed. The vessel head is on. T isPOScoves part o Hot 
Shutdown (Mode 3) and Cold Shutdown (Mode 4) of thte •S odes.  

POS 2 - This POS starts when the vessel head is removed'nd RCS!Ievel is less than 23' above 
the reactor vessel flange. This POS includes portions fMod&,5 (R•fue'ling). Conservatively, 
events that occur during transition between POS 2andP.OS 3 areŽmodeled as occurring in POS 2.  

POS 3 - This POS represents the shutdown contdiion' ith the refueling cavity filled to 23 feet 
above the vessel flange. A very large amouit of co61ant& nventoiyts available. This POS 
occurs during Mode 5.  

Early Time Window (TW-E)- This time widow'represents the time before POS 3 is entered. The 
decay heat is relatively high. The reactor iseither in POS 1 or 2. Generally, TW-E represents the 
first 4 days after shutdown. •.i .  

Late Timewinaow (TWýL)--),uis time window represents the time after POS group 3. The 
d heaielatillow.y reactor is either in POS 1, 2, or 3.  

Available - A.pice of equipment is considered available if it can be put into service quickly 
enough to i (itunctionneed and ll necessary supporting systems are functional (such as AC 
power ooling water, anidDC control power) 

Shutdown Operations - Shutdown Operation exists during hot shutdown, cold shutdown, and 
reeling when more than one fuel assembly is in the reactor vessel and the decay heat removal 
system is in operation,-
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4.0 PROCEDURE FOR SIGNIFICANCE DETERMINATION

Step 4.1 Initiating Event Characterization 

Detailed guidance for initiating event characterization can be found in Sections 6.2 through 6.5 
of the Basis Document.  

Step 4.1.1 Determine if the finding is a precursor to a loss of RHR or aco6ridition finding.  
Note: Precursor findings have the potential to cause aloss of the operatihg train of RHR 
or actually caused the loss of the RHR function. Condtion fiding-s only involve a 
degradation of the licensee's capability to mitigat6an event if an'event were to occur..  
The SDP is significantly different for these two different typer f fdintis--" ,,, 

Step 4.1.2 Go to Step 4.1.2.1 for Precursor Findings or Step 4.1.2.2 for Condition 
Findings.  

Step 4.1.2.1 Precursor Findings - Determ ne the JEL rating Evaluate.the 
following in order, one will apply: •"'.  

IF a finding increases the likelihood ofaloss of offsite power 
(LOOP) or.actually causeda'LOOP,'THEN LOOP is the applicable initiating,event. Use6abe6 i nU leI todetern'nine the IEL. Go to Step 
4.1.2.4.t,• L , 

IF(a finding increases theikelih°°d of a loss of reactor inventory 
(Lb )or actually ueda LOI, THEN LOI is the applicable 
initiating event. Use'Table 2 to determine the IEL. Go to Step 

.E IF a findingincreases the likelihood of a loss of the operating train 
of RHR (.ORHR) or actually caused a LORHR (except for LOOP 

7•'..... " :•and LOI), THEN LORHR is the applicable initiating event. Use 
Table 3 to determine the IEL. Go to Step 4.1.2.1.1.  

•.) • •IF a finding involves the RHR support systems (except for LOOP 
and LOI), THEN LORHR is the applicable initiating event. Use 

Table 3 to determine the IEL. Go to Step 4.1.2.1.1.  

N• Step 4.1.2.1.1 Determine the POS and TW in which the precursor 
occurred. Figure 3 defines the POSs used in the SDP. Go to Step 4.2.  

Step 4.1.2.2 Condition Findings - Select the applicable initiating events (LORHR, 
LOOP and/or LOI) by identifying the equipment or safety functions affected and
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determine the initiating event scenarios that must be evaluated (i.e., the affected 
function plays some role in mitigating the initiating event scenario). Tables 
provided in the plant-specific full power SDP notebooks provide useful 
information, as do the SDP worksheets in this document.  

Step 4.1.2.2.1 Determine the exposure times for the degraded condition in the 
mitigating system. A separate exposure time must be determined forreach POS 
for findings that span one or more POS. Using Table 4, determme an IEL for each 
applicable initiating event in each applicable POS. Go•ofStep 

Step 4.2 Evaluation of Mitigation Capability for Precursor Findings p 

Use the SDP Worksheet that contains the POS and initiating event that were determinedt•obe 
applicable in Step 4.1. Detailed guidance for initiating event• _ciacterization can bfoiuncd in 
Sections 6.6 of the Basis Document. Underlined phrasesýir Worksheet column headings.  

Step 4.2.1 Enter the time to boiling and tire o core;damagn the first line of the 
Worksheet and the IEL in each row of the lower section 4;f tlhe worlksheet. Below the 
safety function section of the Worksheet_ is ••sting of core damage sequences associated 
with the initiating event being evaluated. Evauat&eal1 sequences for the applicable 
initiating event in the applicable 'PrS. ii ' % 

Step 4.2.2 Determine the remaining.editablexaitigation capability for each safety 
function assuming the occurrence of tie'initiating'event, and using the reported status of 
plant equipment and the tiimes to boiling and cofe"damage. The various Safety Functions 
Needed to mitigatelie6specific intaaig eent-are listed in the first column of the SDP 
Wo6rlkheet. Thecreditible plant-specific capability that is potentially available to satisfy the1s&ftfunctionf s descrbed i the second column, entitled Success Criteria and 

Imnoirtant Iistmmentatiohn. Use the Event Tree associated with the Worksheet to help 
understand the successes'an failaures associated with each accident sequence.  

:;'-Step4•.2 'Determine the Equipment Credit based on the remaining 
equipment capability for each affected safety function. Use guidance in Tables 6 
and 7, andinotes in the Worksheet to enter the Equipment Credit in the third 
column of the Worksheet. Document key assumptions. Any credited equipment 
must befmonitored by the licensee under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.65 (the 
Maintenance Rule).  

Step 4.2.2.2 Determine the Operator Credit based on the time and complexity of 
-:•: operator actions to use the available equipment to achieve the each safety 

function. Take into account the availability of instrumentation, alarms, time and 
procedures for the operator. Table 5 provides general guidance for operator credits
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and the Worksheets contain sequence specific guidance. Document key 
assumptions.  

Step 4.2.2.3 Determine the Credit for Function for each Safety Function Needed.  
Select the lower of Equipment Credit and Operator Credit, and enter the value in 
this column.  

Step 4.2.3 Working in the lower section of the Worksheet, determine th eriskincrease for e Fd U, h E 
the Finding. Use the Event Tree associated with the Worksheetp .to elp'understand the 
successes and failures associated with each accident'sequence.  

Step 4.2.3.1 Enter the Mitigation Credit in the form,ofa additive equation of'? 
Credit for Functions from the upper section of thelworksheetfokeach'Core 
Damage Sequence. For example, take the'6CoreBamage Sequence1stO-L 
RHRREC-CV. If the Credit for Functioniior HRýREC is 2 and for CV is 3, enter 
2+3 into the Mitigation Credit column. - , 

Step 4.2.3.2 Enter the Recove creditrand document the value in the box 
provided at the bottom of the Wolicih•e. e..  

Step 4.2.3.3 Sum these credit values'(hELi Mitigation Credit + Recovery) for 
each sequence and enter,6e valuein'the Result column. Go to Step 4.4.  

Step 4.3 Evaluation of Mitigation Capability for Condition Findings 

Use the SDP Worksheet(s),that ,contain the POSsaýdinitiating events that were determined to be 
applicableii Step 4.2. Detaed idance fdimtiating event characterization can be found in 
Sections6.6, oftheiBasisDocumernhtPerform the following steps on the Worksheet for each 
applicable POS andinitiatin,event.  

Step 43.1 Enter the time to boiling and time to core damage in the first line of the 

Step 4.3.2 Determine-which Core Damage Sequences are affected by the finding. Circle 
the affected safety function(s) in the Core Damage Sequences in the lower area of the 
Worksheet. Write the IEL in each row of the lower section of the worksheet that 
correspond%ýto -an affected sequence.  

V •= Step 4;i2 Determine the remaining creditable mitigation capability for safety functions 
-assuming the occurrence of the initiating event, and using the reported status of plant 

equipment and the times to boiling and core damage. The various Safety Functions 
Needed to mitigate the specific initiating event are listed in the first column of the SDP 
Worksheet. This step only needs to be done for safety functions that appear in affected
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sequences, as identified in Step 4.3.1. The creditable plarit-specific capability that is 
potentially available to satisfy the safety function is described in the second column, 
entitled Success Criteria and Important Instrumentation. Pay particular attention to the 
safety functions affected by the finding. Use the Event Tree associated with the 
Worksheet to help understand the successes and failures associated with each accident 
sequence.  

Step 4.3.2.1 Determine the Equipment Credit based ontthe redming 
equipment capability for each affected safety function. i rge idance in Tables 6 
and 7, and notes in the Worksheet to enter the EiEqpmen t Credit~in the third 
column of the Worksheet. Document keysumptions.Any ii equlpmentf 
must be monitored by the licensee underhe provisionsof 10CFR50.65 (the:' 
Maintenance Rule).  

Step 4.3.2.2 Determine the Operator Creditbased on the time and complexity of 
operator actions to use the available equipm-entto acfieve the each safety 
function. Table 5 provides general guida ce fri'opierator credits and the 
Worksheets contain sequence specfif-guidance. Document'key assumptions.  

Step 4.3.2.3 Determine the Creit foi-Function for eachSafety Function Needed.  
Select the lower of Equipment Creditfandr0eratorfCredit, and enter the value in 
this column.  

Step 4.3.3 Working in the-1ower section of the Worksheet, determine the risk increase for 
the Finding. Use the EveniTree asso6 ated with the Worksheet to help understand the 
successes and failuresassociated wltn ach":ccldent sequence.  

p 4.3.3.1 Enter the Mitigation Credit in the form of a additive equation of \,'Ctedit for Fu~ctions firm the upper section of the worksheet for each Core 
SDamageSequence,'F 6 1example, take the Core Damage Sequence is LOI

.RREC-CV. If the Credit for Function for RHRREC is 2 and for CV is 3, enter 
2+3intothle'Mitigation Credit column.  

Step 4.3-3.2 Enter the Recovery credit and document the value in the box 
provided't the bottom of the Worksheet.  

Step'4.3.3.3 Sum these credit values (IEL + Mitigation Credit + Recover,) for 
:•::•i mech afce sequence and enter the value in the Result column.  

• ~ Step 4.3.3.4 Go to the next applicable Worksheet and begin at Step 4.3.1 or, if all 

Worksheets are completed, continue to Step 4.4.
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Step 4.4 Estimating the Risk Significance of Inspection Findings

The risk significance of an inspection finding is determined in the same manner as for at
power findings. Use IMC 0609, Appendix A, Step 2.4 - "Estimating the Risk 
Significance of Inspection Findings" to determine the risk significance of a finding.
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Figure 3 Determination of Applicable POS Groups and Time Windows - BWRs
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Table 1 - Initiating Event Likelihoods (IELs) for LOOP Precursors

October 24, 2002 -

Actual LOOP occurred

Work Activities have the potential to 
affect existing power supplies 
(example: crane operating close to a 
Reserve Auxiliary Transformer 
supplying power to RHR without 
adequate controls on its movement)
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Table 2 - Initiiting Event Likelihoods (IEL§) for LOI Precursors

Time to RHR loss 
due to isolation of 
RHR on level 3 
given no operator 
action

Is RCS Level 
Indication a

of RCS level

Can leak path be 
readily identified

loss of RHR

Can drain path be 
isolated by at least 
one functional valve 
such that a train of 
RHR can bexre
started A\/ 
,(e.g. not 61R
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Table 3 - Initiating Event Likelihoods (IELs) for LORHR Precursors

Note: For findings affecting Loss of the Operating Train of RHR and RHR Supports System 
Including SSW, AC and DC components 

Time to RHR Trouble Alarms Can Action to Can Action Estimated 
loss given no Present for Finding Recover RHR be to Recover IEL 
successful identified within 1½ RHR be 
operator action Ex. time to RHR loss? perormed 

DHR high temp. -vi thil/2 
DHR low flow Eg. RHR recovery -time ito 

proceduresjsupport RHR loss? ..  
Support System System Recovery , 
Trouble Alarms procedure's, Ex. SSW low flow i÷ ' :" >• ..  

Loss of RHR N/A N/A - - N/A 0 
occurred OR 
< 10 minutes 

10<X<30 min. YES YES, .... I 

10<X<30rmin. NO // 'NA0 

10 <X<30min. Yes /; NO - N/A 0 

10<X<30 min. YES £V\ YES J NO 0 

30<X<60min. YES % •YS YES 2 

30<X<60min. NO V .N/A N/A 0 

30<X<6&iin. 'YSNO~ N/A 0 

30>X<60mn-ji, ~YES \ YES NO 0 

l<X<4 hours ,,?: YES . YES YES 3 

1<X<4hiiurs NO YES YES I 

1<X.hours YES NO N/A 0 

1l6X<4 hours YES YES NO 0 

X>4hour "I'M YES YES 3 

• .41.houT. V NO YES YES 1 

X$4Ahdur YES NO N/A 0 

X> 4 hour YES YES NO 0
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Table 4 - Initiating Evrent Likelihoods (IELs) for Condition Findings - BWRs

1. The likelihood ratings are presented in te 
per year, a rating of I is comparable to a 
comparable to a frequency of I E-2 per.

)le to a frequency of 1 
rating of 2 is
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Table 5 - Adjustment to Credits for Operator Actions

To Use: 

Take operator action from work sheet and adjust credits using rows 1, 2, and 3.

October 24, 2002 -
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Table 6 - Mitigation Capability Credits for Installed Equipment

Remaining 
Type of Remaining Capability Capability 

Rating 

Recovery of Failed Train 

Operator action to recover failed equipment that is capable of being recovered after an initiating event 
occurs. Action may take place either in the control room or outside the control room and is assumed to, 
have a failure probability of approximately 0.1 when credited as "Remaining Mitigation Capability." 1 
Credit should be given only if the following criteria are satisfied: (1) sufficient time is available; (2)...  
environmental conditions allow access,-where needed; (3) procedures exist; (4) training is conducted on& '\ 

the existing procedures under similar conditions; and (5) any equipment needed to perform these actions 
is available and ready for use.  

I Automatic Steam-Driven (ASD) Train 

A collection of associated equipment that includes a single turbine-driven comp'oent to provide 100% of 1 
a specified safety function. The probability of such a train being unavailable due to failure, test, or 
maintenance is assumed to be approximately 0.1 when credited as "Remaining Mitigaioon Capability." 

I Train 

A collection of associated equipment (e.g., pumps, valves, breakers, etc.) that together can provide 100% 2 
of a specified safety function. The probability of this equipment being unavailable due to failure, test, or 
maintenance is approximately IE-2 when credited as "Remaining MHitigation Capability." _ 

I Multi-Train System A,.  
A system comprised of two or more trains (as ldefined aboy6) that are considered susceptible to common 3 
cause failure modes. The probability of this equipment being unavailable due to failure, test, or 
maintenance is approximately IE-3 when credited as "Remaining Mitigation Capability," regardless of 
how many trains comprise the systernYZ _,________,__

2 Diverse Trainsj> 

A system comprised of two trains-(as defined above) that are not considered to be susceptible to common 
cause failure modes. The'probability of this equipment being unavailable due to failure, test, or 
maintenance is approximately 1E-4 when credited as "Remaining Mitigation Capability."

October 24, 2002 -
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Table 7 - Credits for Temporary Eqdipment

Mitigation Capability

Equipment available during power operation 
and available during shutdown operation

Temporary Equipment (e.g. skid mounted 
diesel) that is available during shutdown; 
equipment and tools needed are staged for

Credits

Use credit similar to at-power SDP; manual 
alignment and actuation may be needed 
limiting the credit to the credit f6rooperator 
action At, ' I.

Use credit of"l

October 24, 2002 -
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Manual Manual Recover RHR Recover RHR Operator 
Injection Injection before press. before press. Controls 

(any source) Leak NOT control needed control needed Pressure 
Leak Isolated Isolated leak Isolated leak not Isol. with SRV 

MINJ MINJX RHRREC RHRRECX SRV

Loss of Inventory - BWR POS-1

OK 

OK 

CD 

CD 

OK 

CD 

CD 

OK 

OK 

CD 

CD 

OK 

CD 

CD 

CD



Worksheet 1. SDP Worksheet for a BWR/4 Plant - Loss of Inventory in POS 1

FILL IN: TIME TO BOILING TIME TO CORE DAMAGE 
(NOTE: losses of inventory shorten time to core damage) 

Safety Functions Success Criteria and Important Equip. Credit Operator Credit Credit for 
Needed: Instrumentation: Function 

Isolation of the loss Downeomer losses: RHR SDC N/A 
(ISOL) Isolation on Level III instr. RCS level Credit = 3 

indic. W/alarms 

Losses from lower plenum ---

Unisolable leak Credit = 0 
(lower plenum) 
-0 

Early Automatic 1 low pressure ECCS pump train in N/A 
ECCS automatic 
(AECCS) 

Early injection by Reconfigure RHR to ECCS injection, Hot S/D - Credit = 3 
operator - Leak or manual CRD, or HPCS, or LPCS, or (Cues - level indic. and RHR 
isolated LPCI, or condensate pump or CRD or parameters) 
(MINJ) other non-ECCS Cold S/D - Credit=4 

Vessel level indic. W/low level alarms (Cues - level indic., mode 
change and RHR 
parameters) 
(Time to RHR shutoff head 
> 1 hrs.)
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Early injection by Reconfigure RHR to ECCS injection or Credit = 3/4 
operator - Leak not other high flow rate source essentially (Time to RHR shutoff head 
isolated (MINJX) equivalent in capability to ECCS > 1 hrs.) - See MINJ 

injection.  

RHR Recovery Operator restarts RHR before RCS Credit = 2 
before RCS pressure pressure control needed. (Time to RHR shutoff head 
control needed. >1 hr.) 
Leak Isolated.  
(RHRREC) 

RHR Recovery Operator restarts RHR before RCS Credit = 2 
before RCS pressure pressure control is needed. One train (Operator manages injection 
control needed, of equipment is required for injection and RHR, time to shutoff 
Leak not isolated, and cannot be credited for RHR. head > 1 hr) 
(RHRRECX) Operator also needs to replace or 

recover lost inventory.  

Safety Relief Valves Operator opens I SRV' to control Credit = 3 
before CD (SRV) pressure. RCS pressure indication.  

Manual Injection Operator injects based on SRVs lifting N/A Credit = 1 
after SRV lift before and alarming. Manual pressure control.  
CD (MINJY) Sound of SRVs lifting, tail pipe 

indications 

Containment Operator opens available vent paths. Credit = 3 
Venting (CV) Additionally, long term make-up water 

must be provided to the injection 
source.
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Core Damage Sequences IEL Mitigation Credit Recovery Result 
(Circle Affected Functions) 

LOI - RHRREC- CV (3) 

LOI - RHRREC - SRV (4) 

LOI - MINJ - CV (6) 

LOI - MINJ - MINJY(7) 

LOI - ISOL - RHRRECX - CV 
(10) 

LOI - ISOL - RHRRECX - SRV 
(11) 

LOI- ISOL- AECCS - CV (13) 

LOI - ISOL - AECCS - SRV (14) 

LOI-ISOL-AECCS-MINJX (15) 

Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event:

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment in service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only if the following criteria are met: I) sufficient 
time is available to Implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) procedures exist, 4) training is conducted on the existing procedures under 
conditions similar to the scenario assumed, and 5) any equipment needed to complete these actions is available and ready for use.
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Notes:

1. Different non-ECCS sources may apply for different plants. Examples include: firewater and high pressure service water.  
2. Failure of ECCS and alternate injection sources is assumed to fail the ability of the operator to recover RHR and is assumed to 

fail suppression pool cooling and makeup.  
3. Failure to isolate the leak reduces the ability to recover RHR.  
4. Non-ECCS systems are not assumed to be able to keep core covered if leak path is not isolated.  
5. If a leak is isolated by the operator, it is assumed that ECCS will not automatically be activated.  
6. Actions to steam the core at high or low pressure to prevent core damage are treated as recovery actions.
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8 
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END-STATEoNAN

OK 

OK 

CD 

CD 

OK 

OK 

CD 

OK 

OK 

CD 

CD

Loss of Inventory - BWR POS-2
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Worksheet 2 SDP Worksheet for a BWR/4 Plant - Loss of Inventory in POS 2

FILL IN: TIME TO BOILING TIME TO CORE DAMAGE 
(NOTE: losses of inventory shorten time to core damage) 

Safety Functions Success Criteria and Important Equip. Credit Operator Credit Credit for 
Needed: Instrumentation: Function 

Isolation of the loss Isolation on Level III instr. RCS level Credit = 3 N/A 
(ISOL) indic. W/alarms 

Unisolable leak 
(lower plenum) - 0 Credit = 0 

Early Automatic 1 low pressure ECCS pump train in N/A 
ECCS automatic 
(AECCS) 

Early injection by Reconfigure RHR to ECCS injection, Credit = 5 
operator - Leak or manual CRD, or HPCS, or LPCS, or Visible 
isolated LPCI, or condensate pump or CRD or boiling/steam 
(MINJ) other non-ECCS (Time to CD > 3 

Vessel level indic. W/low level alarms hrs. w/o injection) 

Early injection by Reconfigure RHR to ECCS injection or Credit = 4 
operator - Leak not other high flow rate source essentially (Time to CD > 3 
isolated (MINJX) equivalent in capability to ECCS hrs w/o injection.) 

injection.
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RHR Recovery Operator restarts RHR before core Credit = 3 
before core damage. damage 
Leak Isolated.  
(RHRREC) 

RHR Recovery Operator restarts RHR before core Credit = 3 
before RCS core damage. One train of equipment is 
damage. Leak not required for injection and cannot be 
isolated. credited for RHR. Operator also needs 
(RHRRECX) to make-up lost inventory in long term.  

Long Term Cooling Operator maintains long term inventory Credit = 2 
source
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Core Damage Sequences IEL Mitigation Credit Recovery Result 

(Circle Affected Functions) 

LOI-RHRREC-LCOOL (3) 

LOI-MINJ (4) 

LOI -IS OL-RHRRECX
LCOOL (7) 

LOI - ISOL-AECCS 
RHRRECX-LCOOL (10) 

LOI-ISOL-AECCS-MINJX 
(11) J_

Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event: 

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment in service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only if the following criteria are met: I) sufficient time is available 
to implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) procedures exist, 4) training is conducted on the existing procedures under conditions similar to the scenario 
assumed, and 5) any equipment needed to complete these actions is available and ready for use.

Notes:

Different non-ECCS sources may apply for different plants. Examples include: firewater and high pressure service water.  
Failure of ECCS and alternate injection sources is assumed to fail the ability of the operator to recover RHR 
Failure to isolate the leak reduces the ability to recover RHR.  
Non-ECCS systems are not assumed to be able to keep core covered if leak path is not isolated.  
If a leak is isolated by the operator, it is assumed that ECCS will not automatically be activated.

October 24, 2002 -

I.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.
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POS 3 Leak Manual Manual Recovery of Recovery of Long 
Isolated Injection Injection RHR - Leak RHR - Leak Term 

(any source) Leak NOT Isolated NOT Isolated Cooling 
Leak Isolated Isolated 

LOI ISOL MINJ MINJX RHRREC RHRRECX LCOOL # END-STATE-NAMES

1 1 OK

2 1 OK

3 1 CD

4 1 CD

5 1 OK

6 1 OK

7 1 CD

8 1 CD

Loss of Inventory - BWR POS-3
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Worksheet 3 SDP Worksheet for a BWR/4 Plant - Loss of Inventory in POS 3

FILL IN: TIME TO BOILING TIME TO CORE DAMAGE 
(NOTE: losses of inventory shorten time to core damage) 

Safety Functions Success Criteria and Important Equip. Credit Operator Credit Credit for 
Needed: Instrumentation: Function 

Isolation of the loss Isolation on Level III instr. RCS level Credit = 3 N/A 
(ISOL) indic. W/alarms 

Unisolable leak 
(lower plenum) - 0 Credit = 0 

Early injection by Reconfigure RHR to ECCS injection, Credit = 5 
operator - Leak or manual CRD, or HPCS, or LPCS, or (Time to CD > 3 
isolated LPCI, or condensate pump or CRD or hrs. w/o injection) 
(MINJ) other non-ECCS 

Vessel level indic. W/low level alarms 

Early injection by Reconfigure RHR to ECCS injection or Credit = 4 
operator - Leak not other high flow rate source essentially (Time to CD > 3 
isolated (MINJX) equivalent in capability to ECCS hrs. w/o injection.) 

injection.  

RHR Recovery Operator restarts RHR before core Credit = 4 
before core damage. damage 
Leak Isolated.  
(RHRREC)
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RHR Recovery Operator restarts RHR before core Credit = 3 
before RCS core damage. One train of equipment is 
damage. Leak not required for injection and cannot be 
isolated. credited for RHR. Operator also needs 
(RHRRECX) to make-up lost inventory in long term.  

Long Term Cooling Operator maintains long term inventory Credit = 3 
source 
IIIII I -

Core Damage Sequences 
(Circle Affected Functions)

LOI-RHRREC-LCOOL (3)

LOI - MINJ (4)

LOI-ISOL-RHRRECX
LCOOL (7)

LOI-ISOL-MINJX (8)

IEL Mitigation Credit Recovery Result

+ 4 4 4

1 4

+ 4 4 I-

1* I + +

1 1.

Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event: 

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment in service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only if the following criteria are met: I) sufficient 
time is available to implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) procedures exist, 4) training is conducted on the existing procedures under 
conditions similar to the scenario assumed, and 5) any equipment needed to complete these actions is available and ready for use.
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Notes:

1. Different non-ECCS sources may apply for different plants. Examples include: firewater and high pressure service water.  
2. Failure to isolate the leak reduces the ability to recover RHR.  
3. Non-ECCS systems are not assumed to be able to keep core covered if leak path is not isolated.
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POS 1 RHR Recovery Manual Operator Manual Containment 
before RHR Injection Controls Injection Venting and 
shutoff head Pressure (after SRV Make-up 

reached with SRV lift) Water 

LORHR RHRREC MINJ SRV MINJY CV END-STATE-NAMES

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7

Loss of RHR - BWR POS-1

OK 

OK 

CD 

CD 

OK 

CD 

CD
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Worksheet 4 SDP Worksheet for a BWR/4 Plant - Loss of Operating Train of RHR (LORHR) in POS 1 (LORHR-1) 

FILL IN: TIME TO BOILING TIME TO CORE DAMAGE 

Safety Success Criteria and Important Equip. Credit' Operator Credit Credit for 
Functions Instrumentation: Function 
Needed: 

RHR Recovery Operator restores a train of RHR, RHR HX Credit = 3 
(RHRREC) I/O temp., RHR flow, and vessel pressure (assumed 2 hrs to 
before RHR indic. w/alarms shutoff head) 
shutoff head 
reached 
Short Term Operator actuates LPCS pump, or actuates 1 Credit = 3 
Water non-ECCS pump capable of keeping core (Time to reliefs 
Injection by covered before SRV lift, vessel level indic. w/ lifting > 3hrs) 
Operator low level alarms 
(MINJ) 
Pressure Operator opens I SRV with vessel pressure Credit = 3 
Control (SRV) indic. (check to ensure 1 SRV is sufficient) 
before CD 

Manual Operator injects based on SRVs lifting and Credit = 1 
Injection after alarming. Either high pressure injection or 
SRV lift before manual depressurization and injection 
CD (MINJY) I I I _II 

1If performance deficiency is being transferred from LOOP tree, analyst must consider if the front line systems and necessary 
support systems are supported from successful EAC.
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Containment Operator vents containment and provides long Credit = 3 
Venting term inventory for injection system (LC needed > 10 
(CV) hrs.)

Core Damage Sequences 
(Circle Affected Functions)

LORHR - RHRREC - CV 
(3) 

LORHR - RHRREC - SRV 
(4) 

LORHR - RHRREC 
MINJ - CV (6) 

LORHR- RHRREC
MINJ- MINJY

IEL Mitigation Credit Recovery Result

Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event:

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment in service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only if the 
following criteria are met: 1) sufficient time is available to implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) 
procedures exist, 4) training is conducted on the existing procedures under conditions similar to the scenario assumed, and 5) any equipment needed 
to complete these actions is available and ready for use.
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Notes:

1. Failure to recover RHR before RHR shutoff head is reached is assumed to fail short term injection using LPCI.  
2. Actions to prevent core damage by steaming the core at high or low pressure are treated as recovery actions.
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Worksheet 5 SDP Worksheet for a BWR/4 Plant - Loss of Operating Train of RHR in POS 2

FILL IN: TIME TO BOILING TIME TO CORE DAMAGE 

Safety Success Criteria and Important Equip. Credit' Operator Credit Credit for 
Functions Instrumentation: Function 
Needed: 

RHR Recovery Operator restores a train of RHR, RHR HX Credit = 3 
(RHRREC) I/O temp., RHR flow, and vessel level indic.  
before Level 3 w/alarms 
reached 
Short Term Operator actuates LPCS pump, or actuates I Credit = 3 
Water non-ECCS pump capable of keeping core (Time to CD > 
Injection by covered, vessel level indic. w/ low level 3hrs) 
Operator alarms 
before CD 
(MINJ) 
Long Term Operator maintains long term inventory Credit = 3 
Cooling (LC) source OR initiates long term RHR recovery (LC needed > 10 

given RHR recovery previously failed hrs) 
(equipment credit = 1)

'If performance deficiency is being transferred from LOOP tree, analyst must consider if the front line systems and necessary 
support systems are supported from successful EAC.
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Core Damage Sequences IEL Mitigation Credit Recovery Result 

LORHR -RHRREC-LC (3) 

LORHR-RHRREC-MINJ 
(4)

Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event:

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment in service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only if the 
following criteria are met: I) sufficient time is available to implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) 
procedures exist, 4) training is conducted on the existing procedures under conditions similar to the scenario assumed, and 5) any equipment needed 
to complete these actions is available and ready for use.
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POS-1 Emergency AC-Independent Manual Recovery of Recovery of Recovery of 
AC Injection Pressure OffsIte Power Offs~le Power Offslte Power 

before Control In 2 hours In 8 hours In 20 hours 
CD 

LOOP EAC ACI SRV RLOOP2 RLOOP8 RLOOP20 END-STATE-NAMES

Loss of Offsite Power - BWR POS-1

LORHR 

OK 

CD 

OK 

CD 

OK 

CD 

OK 

CD
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Worksheet 6 SDP Worksheet for a BWR/4 Plant - Loss of Offsite Power in POS 1

FILL IN: TIME TO BOILING TIME TO CORE DAMAGE 

Safety Success Criteria and Important Equip. Credit Operator Credit Credit for 
Functions Instrumentation: Function 
Needed: 

Emergency 1 EDG or I alternate on-side AC power Credit = 2 
AC before source 2  (assumed 2 hrs to 
RHR pump shutoff head) 
shutoff head 
reached (EAC) 
AC- Operator actuates 1 AC independent pump, Credit =3 
Independent vessel level indic. w/alarms (Time to CD w/o 
injection injection > 3hrs) 
before core 
damage (ACI) 
RCS pressure Operator opens 1 SRV (check if one SRV is Credit = 3 
control before sufficient and availability of N2 bottles), (Time to CD > 
CD (SRV) vessel pressure indic. 3hrs) 
Recovery of Offsite power recovered in two hours before Credit = 1 
LOOP in 2 RHR shutoff head reached 
hours 
(RLOOP2)

2Alternate AC source can be credited if can be tied in to 4KV buses at least Ihour before RHR pump shutoff head reached.
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Recovery of Offsite power recovered before core damage Credit = I 
LOOP in 8 with no RCS makeup (assumed 8 hours) 
hours 
(RLOOP8) 
Recovery of Offsite power recovered after battery Credit = 2 
LOOP in 20 depletion but before core damage (12 hours to 
hours depletion + 8 hours to core damage) 
(RLOOP20) I 

Core Damage Sequences IEL Mitigation Credit Recovery Result 
(Circle Affected Functions) 

LOOP-EAC-RLOOP20 (3) 

LOOP-EAC-SRV-RLOOP2 (5) 

LOOP-EAC-ACI-RLOOP8 (7) 

LOOP-EAC-ACI-SRV-RLOOP2 
(9)

Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event:

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment in service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only if the following criteria 
are met: 1) sufficient time is available to implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) procedures exist, 4) training 
is conducted on the existing procedures under conditions similar to the scenario assumed, and 5) any equipment needed to complete these actions is available 
and ready for use.
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Notes:

1. Different non-ECCS sources may apply for different plants. Examples include: firewater and high pressure service water.  
2. In sequence 1, LOOP followed by successful start of a EDG or EAC source, analyze the Loss of RHR sequences. The IEL for 

the Loss of RHR analysis should the LOOP IEL. The analysis must take into account the complexities of recovering RHR 
with specific deficiencies of the electrical system.
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Worksheet 7 SDP Worksheet for a BWR/4 Plant - Loss of Offsite Power in POS 2 (LOOP-2)

FILL IN: TIME TO BOILING TIME TO CORE DAMAGE 
(NOTE: losses of inventory shorten time to core damage) 

Safety Success Criteria and Important Equip. Credit Operator Credit Credit for 
Functions Instrumentation: Function 
Needed: 

Emergency 1 EDG or 1 alternate on-side AC power Credit = 2 
AC (EAC) source 3 

AC- Operator actuates 1 AC independent pump, Credit =3 
Independent vessel level indic. w/alarms (Time to CD w/o 
injection injection > 3hrs) 
before core 
damage (EAC
AIC) 
Recovery of Offsite power recovered before core damage Credit = 1 
LOOP in 8 with no RCS makeup (assumed 8 hours) 
hours 
(RLOOP8 I 

Core Damage Sequences IEL Mitigation Credit Recovery Result 
(Circle Affected Functions) 

LOOP - EAC-ACI - RLOOP8

3Alternate AC source can be credited if can be tied in to 4KV buses at least 1 hour before RHR pump shutoff head reached.
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Identify any operator recovery actions that are credited to directly restore the degraded equipment or initiating event:

Notes: 

I. Different non-ECCS sources may apply for different plants. Examples include: firewater and high pressure service water.  
2. In sequence 1, LOOP followed by successful start of a EDG or EAC source, analyze the Loss of RHR sequences. The IEL for the Loss of 

RHR analysis should the LOOP IEL. The analysis must take into account the complexities of recovering RHR with specific deficiencies 
of the electrical system.

October 24, 2002 -

If operator actions are required to credit placing mitigation equipment in service or for recovery actions, such credit should be given only if the following criteria 
are met: 1) sufficient time is available to implement these actions, 2) environmental conditions allow access where needed, 3) procedures exist, 4) training 
is conducted on the existing procedures under conditions similar to the scenario assumed, and 5) any equipment needed to complete these actions is available 
and ready for use.
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6.0 BASIS DOCUMENT

6.0.1 Abstract 

This report provides a template for assessing the risk significance of the inspection findings for a 
General Electric Boiling Water Reactor 4 (BWR) plant during shutdown conditions. This template 
is intended for use in the Significance Determination Process (SDP) for shutdown operations under 
the US NRC's Risk-Informed Reactor Oversight Process. It supplemeits the,,•t-power SDP by 
considering shutdown conditions when the residual heat remoyal (RHR)sysiem is the normal means 
of removing decay heat. In considering the plant's characteristis at shiitdowin,Iwe define the plant 
operational state (POS) groups and time windows (Ti) ,'(consideringthe elapsed time from-a 
shutdown), similar to probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) for shutdown, that'' influence the 
significance of the inspection findings. Because an orderi•of-magfitude impactvon risk is assessed 
in the SDP for determining a color (to represent the risk si 'fi -ance) for the inspection findings, 
shutdown characteristics are defined in terms of fewer POSgr-upsand time windows than they are 
in a shutdown PRA. Additional assumptions also are mad'to'allow inspectors to quickly assess the 
inspection findings. The approach used is similar toth'at use-d for an :at-power SDP so that the 
assessment process remains comparable and inspection Endings are treated similarly. In addition, 
the way in which the at-power and shutdown findings ared eternmined remains conceptually similar, 
facilitating their use by the inspectors. r,:> / 

This template is a generic BWR 4 template and accordinglly, •plant-specific characteristics or 
differences are not included. Planspecific eatures andioutage-specific information will be 
collected by the user who then canmuse this template to(•valuate the findings of the inspection.  
Guidance is given on using the template. It~covers the-aaustment of the initiating event ratings for 
inspection findings which in.creae the likelihood-fmitiating event occurring, adjustment of credit 
for the operator s actionrii'onsldering the lngiiges i the time available and the limitations in the 
available-intrumentations•anisdalo, adjustment of mitigation credit considering the temporary 
equipmentfthat jiay be used as partf othe contingency measures implemented.  

6.0.2 OVERVIEW OF THE SHUTDOWN SDP PROCESS 

As directed in the SRM 1o SECY 97-168, the staff is inspecting and monitoring licensee 
performance at shutdownio ensure that the licensees are maintaining an adequate mitigation 
capability (equipmentdritrumentation, policies, procedures, and training). In the Reactor 
OVeiight Process (ROP), the significance of such inspection findings is assessed, using a Risk 
Wo ;fmd~proces' alled the Significance Determination Process (SDP). Similar to an at-power 
SDP h shutdownfSDP consists of three phases: Phase 1, Definition and Initial Screening of 
Findings;Phaise 2, Risk Significance Approximation and Basis; and, Phase 3, Risk Significance 
Finalization and Justification. Figure 1 depicts the three-phase shutdown SDP process. A brief 
overview of the shutdown SDP including a description of its three phases is given below. IMC 
0609 Appendix G, Shutdown Operations Significance Determination Process, has guidance for 
conducting a significance determination for the inspection findings during a shutdown.
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Templates have been developed for conducting Phase 2 assessment in the SDP for shutdown 
operations. The templates supplement the at-power notebooks for addressing the inspection 
findings identified during a plant shutdown. They use a similar conceptual approach to that of at
power Phase 2 SDP and assume that inspectors are familiar with the ideas used in the at-power 
notebooks. This report is the template for a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) plant, developed 
considering a GE BWRI4 design. A companion template also was made for a Pressurized Water 
Reactor (PWR) plant, considering a Westinghouse 4 loop design.  

6.1 ENTRY CONDITIONS AND APPLICABILITY • 

6.1.1 Entry Condition and Definition of Inspection Findings 

Inspection Manual Chapter (IMC) 0612 specifies the evaluationprocess that isused to determne 
if an inspection observation should be subjected to the SDPj`rocess. The shutdown.,SDP provides 
a graded risk-informed process to estimate the increase in clre-daniage frequency dunng shutdown 
operations from conditions which contribute to unintendedincrerasesmin risk caused by a licensee's 
deficient performance. Conditions which do NOT represent suc ha &deficiency, as determined by the 
staff, are considered part of the acceptable normal shutdown nsk, and are NOT candidates for SDP 
evaluation. Hence, the entry conditions for theReactorSafety SDP described in this template 
include any degraded equipment, functions, orprocesses affecting the frequency of initiating events, 
the availability/ reliability of mitigation sS'ems, ofl fieoi ntegrit e RCS barrier arising from 
deficiencies in the licensee's performance. t{6tthe R 

6.1.2 Phase 1 - Definition and Initial Screeniiig of thefFindings 

In Phase 1, the Shutdown Screeng tool presenteMIMC 0609 Appendix G is used to characterize 
shutdowng4idinas and Pdetermine if the findingshould be screened out, or further evaluated in a 

Phase 2,r Phas63,analysis. Theiempact of ttih finding on the ability of a licensee to maintain the 
five key shutdow safety f6ctions.-decay heat removal, inventory control, power availability, 
reactivity contirol and containmennt is evauated. These safety functions impact the initiating events 
cornerstone, themintigating.systemscornerstone, and the barrier integrity cornerstone. Following 
the Phasel sessmenti'an inspection finding may undergo further evaluation in Phase 2 or 3.  
Finding'with low-significnce are set aside. Typically, findings are screened for Phase 2 assessment 
before determining whether, aPhase 3 assessment is necessary. However, some findings are directly 
screened for Phase 3 assessnment. Below, we give examples of findings that are expected to be 
screened for Phase 2 assessment and also list special findings that directly proceed to Phase 3 
assessment.  

E'am•e•lFindin•s Requiring Phase 2 Analysis 

The following is a sample list of findings that are expected to be screened for a Phase 2 assessment.  

Findings that reveal deficiencies associated with a licensee's level instrumentation.
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Findings that reveal an increased likelihood of a loss of offsite power or that the licensee's 
ability to cope with a loss of offsite power is degraded.  

Findings that reveal deficiencies associated with support systems such as SSW, CCW, SRW, 
AC power, and DC power that are necessary to maintain the availability of RHR or standby 
RCS injection.  

Findings demonstrating the licensee's degraded ability to terminate a leakpath or add to the 
RCS inventory following a loss of RHR. / 

Findings suggesting that the licensee's degraded ability to recoverDHR once it is lost.,

Finding showing that the licensee cannot estabhishan alternate core-coolggpat'ifHR 

cannot be reestablished.  

Special Findings Requiring a Phase 3 Analysis , 

Some findings are not covered by the Phase 2Rwork sheets and godiý6ctIy to Phase 3 analysis, 
bypassing Phase 2. Examples of such findings, are asf61s.. . go ys 

Findings with freeze seals that are installedin systems connected to the RCS where failure 
A could lead to a loss of inventory. , 

Findings that involve containment closure deficiencies 

6.1.3 Phlse'2Risk-Significance Approximation and its Basis 

A Phase 2 assessment conducts'.aiiorder-of-magnitude evaluation of the risk significance of the 
inspection flndmgsý-'enoted by theicolors (Green, White, Yellow, and Red). The Phase 2 
assessment.iii Aplate is the tool for conducting a Phase 2 assessment. A Phase 
3 evalution is undert eifor'Inspection findings receiving a color other than Green, i.e., those 
findings screened for furtlieievaluation.  

6.1it4 Phase 3 Refined Risk Assessment 

Phase 3, of the shut•dwn SDP further refines or modifies the results of a Phase 2 assessment. It is 
anticipated that a•Phase 3 analysis would involve further refinement of the human error probabilities 
i _,,,t.nvole e Phase 2 assessment. It is anticipated that the SRAs would perform the Phase 3 
analyses with assistance from staff at headquarters.
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6.2 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE CURRENT TEMPLATE

The template is a simplified tool that generates a slightly conservative, order-of-magnitude 
assessment of the risk significance of the inspection findings during a shutdown. Our intent in 
formulating the template is to define a tool that NRC inspectors can easily use to obtain a quick 
assessment of the risk significance.  

This template is developed for a BWR/4 plant. The template is a genernc 'one and was developed 
based on maintaining key safety functions such as the abilityeto: provide RCS'injection; recover 
RHR if has been interrupted; and maintain containment closuie"Tis gkenic tool could not include 
plant specific mitigating features because they vary licensees and .O.tae' .. Therefore,,h.  
inspector has to consider the licensee's outage-specifi& itigation ,capability, . For exarnmIe, a 
licensee may have the ability to add fire water following astation blmaout, thereby, reducmg te core 
damage frequency from a loss of an offsite power initiator.  

Developing a simple, easy-to-use process for assessing the-risk- significance of inspection findings 
during a shutdown required many assumptions and appiroimatiosni' nnDrig a shutdown, the plant's 
configuration changes as time progresses; there are differences in the availability of equipment and 
in the time spent in different configurations from46ie shutdown to another.- Our intent in making the 
assumptions is to capture the changes and,diiscrminate different findings within an order of 
magnitude.  

We used information from shutdowriiisk assessments and past shutdown events (including past 
Phase 3 shutdown SDP evaluations)ýto makeassumptions and approximations, especially in the 
assessment of human error. Sinceeyery inte ption ofiRH requires a successful operator response 
to prevent core damage, opertor error is a kycomitrWiutor to shutdown risk. Operator error appears in almosteve eventii path theliutdown event trees. To simplify the shutdown 

event trees, the event trees 'treat each operator error in each of the top events independently. In 
reality, thepemratorerror events cani bedependent; they share a cognitive error that is based on the 
operators failure to u nderstand the plait conditions and required actions. This cognitive error is the 
failure of the~operator to diagnose~that a loss of shutdown cooling has taken place and action is 
needed to,pv ore itamagqe.hne cognitive element was not explicitly treated in the event trees.  
The opertor error included ineth event trees is failure for the operator to execute each top event in 
the coere damage scenario.:,::; 

Wihe the operator has: (1) RCS level indication that is reflective of plant conditions and (2) RCS 
low1 evel alarms, thdefailure of the operator to acknowledge that a shutdown event occurred and 
action is reqmred1:fore core damage is not perceived as a dominant contributor to shutdown risk.  
This error probability is also reduced during shutdown since (1) the RCS may be open and RCS 
boilinfiiwould be observed well before core damage, and (2) the licensee has many personnel 
performing maintenance and testing around the plant and may be observing adverse conditions such 
as inventory losses.
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If a finding is identified and the inspector concludes that RCS level instrumentation was not 
available or key trouble alarms were not available or bypassed, then a set of tables was developed 
to allow the inspector to 9c6le up each operator error in ihe event trees. In this situation, the 
execution failure probability for each mitigation path would be increased to account for the reduced 
ability for the operator to diagnose a loss of RHR.  

Since the template was developed based on maintaining key shutdown safety functions, this template 
does not provide any information on frontline system dependencies. We.Ask the'user to refer to the 
system-dependency table provided in the at-power Notebooks. However.,the inspector has to 
consider additional dependencies for additional systems/functibons n6tneeded7'at full power (e.g., 
AC power for containment closure). The inspector also biasto considerwhether aiksupport system 
is needed for the frontline system at shutdown. K 

6.3 DEFINITIONS 

Additional definitions are provided in IMC 0612-03, "PowereactoinJnspection Reports." 

6.4 PROCEDURE FOR SIGNIFICANCE DETERMINATION:ý 

6.4.1 Initiating Event Characterization ,\ 

Determining Whether the Finding isaPrecursor to a loss ofRHR or a Condition Finding 

Once a finding has been identified, bywthe inspetor as regiiiring Phase 2 analysis, the inspector 
must determine whether the finding represents a precurso to a loss of RHR or the finding 
represents acondition findinii •TIese two findin gsaieevaluated differently in the SDP process.  

Precursors-to aloss of RHR•includeinspection findings that have the potential to cause a loss of operaigtrain ofRH-R.These~fni 
thoperat i fin gs increase the likelihood of an initiating event, i.e., 
they are precurs. •to' 6the initiating eent,,or they define a condition which makes the initiating 
event more likel -E Ixar j0es of such'findings include: 

ses of inventory thatvare terminated before RHR is isolated on level 3.  

i j Switchyard activities that increase the likelihood of a loss of offsite power, such as a / •crane operating too close to a reserve auxiliary transformer.  

• "Level instrumentation that does not reflect plant conditions and the licensee plans to 
initiaate RCS draining. This type of finding increases the likelihood of a loss of inventory 

_event.  

Condition findings include findings that ONLY involve a degradation of the licensee's mitigation 
capability. For example, during POS 1 and POS 2, the licensee planned to have two EDG's 
available, but both were found to have coolant in the cylinders. Clearly, a loss of offsite power
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initiating event is no more likely, but the plant's ability to successfully mitigate a loss of offsite 
power initiating event is reduced.  

Initiating Event Descriptions 

An initiating event at shutdown is defined as an event that causes a loss or interruption of the 
decay heat removal function. This template considers the three internal initiators lkiown to 
dominate the internal-event shutdown risk based on the Grand Gulf ShutbownRPA 
(NUREG/CR 6143). , .  

The following are the initiating events considered, with tleirapplicabiiity tot te three POSs. 7.' 

Loss of RHR (LORHR) 

This initiating event category includes losses of RHR resluting from failures of the RHR 
system (such as RHR pump failure) or failures of theýRl.RRsupport systems such as loss 
of RBC, loss of SRW, loss of vital AC, and loss of DC p''wer.,(Loss of offsite power is 
treated as a separate category.) This category.also include ptJnier ions of RHR caused 
by spurious ESFAS signals such as RHR;.suction valve closure:. This initiating event 
category is considered for POS 1 and .S •Ti-iscategor ot considered applicable 
to POS 3, since the time to core uncovery is,'assumed to lbe greater than 24 hours.  

Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP- )" 

This initiating event category covers'losses of offsite power at shutdown which cause a ... 4 @.. fst oe tsudw hc as 

loss of RHR, and oyperator, action i§ neededto restore RHR. This initiator category is 
considered for ony. P0 1, and POS.2..  

LogssfJReactor Inventory (1_6)

This initiating eventcategory imcludes losses of RCS inventory that lead to a loss of RHR 
due:t6 ion ofRHR on Level 3 or loss of RHR due to loss of RHR pump suction.  

.my of these flowdhvers ions are caused from improper alignment of valves. This 
initiator categoryIonsidered for all POS groups.  

Guidance for Assessing Precursor and Condition Findings 

The. •tablesin C hapters 5 are based on estimates of initiating event frequencies from the best 
available:da'a Iniiatg-event frequencies were estimated by searching LERs from 1992 to 

1998. They represent the frequencies conditional on the plant being in a shutdown.  
Accordingly, the same tables can be used with any combination of POSs and time windows. The 
estimated duration of the degraded condition in such a combination is used to determine the 
likelihood rating. The likelihood ratings of the applicable categories of initiating events are
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employed in evaluating the core-damage sequences in the worksheets of the applicable 
combinations of POSs and time windows.  

For precursor findings, findings involving an actual loss of RHR, or findings that involve level 
instrumentation that is not representative of plant conditions, use Tables 1, 2 or 3 for estimating 
the initiator rating. Then, use the guidance in this Chapter for filling in the worksheets.  

For condition findings, use Table 4 for estimating the initiating event rating. The rtings 
correspond to the duration of exposure to the degraded conditions idenjified by the inspector.  
Then use the guidance in this Chapter for filling in the worksheets. , 

Definitions of the POSs and Time Windows 

The risk significance of an inspection finding depends on the'associated shutdown condition. A 
unique aspect in assessing the risk significance of a finding duijig-a shutdown is the 
consideration of the plant's changing configuration and,evel of dtlay heat. During development 
of a shutdown PRA, the plant's changing configuration and decay- eat level are taken into 
account by dividing the shutdown into plant operational states (POs)ad time windows (TWs).  

The plant's response to the initiating events and succes's criteria fo0mtigation functions are 
considered to remain unchanged during a given•'POS.Fix6mlone time'vindow to another, the 
decay heat can be substantially different,,uch that the tmeaiv'ailable for the operator's actions is 
different, and the credit given for themmay vary- ,, 

BWR POSs and Time Windows'for-Phase 2 Assessment 

For this template, Figure 3.definies the POSs and tiffie windows for a BWR plant. It also shows 
the relationsh between-thePOSs and the' ainodes laid down in the Technical Specifications 
(TSs). We now describe'the•POSs'and Time Windows (TWs).  

POS I- -This'POS-starts when the RHR system is put into service, and RCS pressure is 
rduced below 135's pg.'with the MSIVs closed. The vessel head is on. This POS 
coverspart of Hot Shutdown (Mode 3) and Cold Shutdown (Mode 4) of the TS 
Modes.  

POS 2- This POS~starts when the vessel head is removed and RCS level is less than 23' 
E• above tlie reactor vessel flange. This POS includes portions of Mode 5 

above v(Refuehng). Conservatively, events that occur during transition between POS 2 
S 3 are modeled as occurring in POS 2.  

POS3imThis POS represents the shutdown condition with the refueling cavity filled to 23 feet 
above the vessel flange and the spent fuel storage pool gates are removed. A very large 
amount of coolant inventory is available. This POS occurs during Mode 5.  

Early Time Window (TW-E)-
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This time widow represents the time before POS 3 is entered. The decay heat is relatively 
high. The reactor is either in POS 1 or 2. Generally, TW-E represents the first 4 days 
after shutdown.  

Late Time Window (TW-L)
This time window represents the time after POS group 3. The decay heat is relatively 
low. The reactor is either in POS 1, 2, or 3 

The above definitions of the POSs and Time Windows can be used to address different types of 
plant shutdowns, i.e., refueling outage, planned maintenance'ou'tage, and an unplanned outage.  
Depending on the type of outage and its duration, the POSsand TWs c'nibe identified from the" 
above list. For example, all POSs and both TWs will aýily to a r on 
and the early Time Window (TW-E) may apply to an uhplge.edW5•fage.  

NOTE: The operator credits in the SDP worksheets are given ff Time Window 1. The same 
worksheets can be used for Time Window 2 except the cehdits f6r,9 operator response may need to 
be changed to account for the longer operator's response tihme.-Detailedinstructions are given in 
Chapter 6.0 of this template 

Determining Applicable POSs and Time WindoW s ON r I'N pectionTFidigs 

Figure 3 is used to determine the applicable POSsaiand time windows relevant to an inspection 
finding. An inspector uses the outageiformation to determine the starting and ending times of 
the POSs and TWs, and enters the 5ates and times into Figure 3. The inspector then notes the 
estimated time when the identifi6d degraded condition4tarted and when it was resolved. A time
line is drawn connecting the']nititon andkesol tion'16ints; this is used to obtain an estimate of 
the duration of the degraded condition (in lday) in Column 3 of the Figure. The time-line of the 
degradef4 -ondition then is•natched with the OS and TW time-lines to identify the applicable 
POSs and TWs. Foirexample;a'degrded condition lasting the entire refueling outage will 
involve five combinations of POSs •aid time Windows. Similarly, a forced outage may only 
cover POS 1 and TW-EiAs discu§e-,using the outage plan or description and the assumptions 
of the ie inspect delineates the estimated duration of the degraded 
condition and the applicable POSs and TWs.  

Selecting Applicable Table'to Precursor Findings 

This section provides guidance for estimating the initiating event likelihood (IEL) for precursor 
findinigs-his chalier consists of tables that the analyst uses to estimate the initiator rating 
depending~on tletype of precursor that occurred.  

Oj IF a finding increases the likelihood of a loss of offsite power (LOOP) or actually caused 
a LOOP, THEN use Table 1
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El1 IF a finding increases the likelihood of a loss of reactor inventory (LOI) or actually 
caused a LOI, THEN use Table 2 

"o IF a finding increases the likelihood of a loss of the operating train of RHR (LORHR) or 
actually caused a LORHR (except for LOOP and LOI), THEN use Table 3.  

"o IF a finding involves the RHR support systems (except for LOOP and LOI)THEN also 
use Table 3 

Condition Findings ~4 
For condition findings, the analyst must obtain an miatmg event likehhood for EACH POStthat 

the condition finding occurred in. Table 4 is used in thesame manner as the fill~power_ 

notebooks. Then, the analyst enters the initiating event likelihood in the shutdown ,woiksheets 
in the same manner as the full power worksheets.  

6.4.2 Evaluation of Mitigation Capability / , 

The SDP worksheets for shutdown are based ong-udance in IMC 0609 and used in the same 
manner as the full power worksheets using thefollowing specific guidifice: 

El The success criterion of a safety function specifies what'is-needed, not what might be 
available. Therefore, the inspetior should use the outage plan to determine what 
equipment to credit for eachsafety fun'ction. / 

[] A.ioiline system or piece of equipment Is,considered available if all support systems 
that-ernecessary'to supp-rtthe function of the frontline system are available (such as 
AC',per, cboling, instrumentar, etc.). If manual action is required, there must be 
enought me6 to:) recagniie thaitmanual action is needed and (2) execute the manual 
actionaferrecognizing that anual action is needed. To credit system availability, these 
twot.as.k.s.s.hId abe le.to be completed reliably within ½ the time that the equipment 
',mst actuate.  

QY07 If the performance deficiency involves a support system, the analyst must consider the 
k impact of potential loss of the system for each safety function specified in the worksheets.  

a •7. Installed aequipment is credited similar to the full power worksheets. Use Table 6 for 

Ieguidance.  

0 Temporary equipment can be credited. Use Table 7 for guidance.
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0l Operator action drives shutdown risk. Almost every function in the worksheets (almost 
every top event in the event trees) has an operator action. Often the operator credit 
defines the credit giuen to the mitigating function (opeiator limited). Nominal operator 
credits are specified in the worksheets based on: (1) 
In the worksheets, almost all mitigating functions includes a manual action. Often the 
manual action defines the credits given to the mitigating function. The nominal credit 
for each operator action is based on: (1) the time available to perform the action and (2) 
the assumed instrumentation available to the operator as specifiekin the~morksheets.  

THE ANALYST MUST ADJUST EACH OPERATOR CREDIT IN THE 
WORKSHEETS USING TABLE 5 IF: 7 

/ If the time available to perform the actionis too short or too long by greater than 
a factor of 2 (.e.g the finding occurs in Tiu~e Window 2) 

OR 

/ The assumed instrumentationpecified in the'worksheet is not available/not 
reflective of plant conditions 

ORf 

/ There are significant;in'ding specific, negative performance shaping factors for 
the operator actioAh>Examples'include(n-ot limited to): (1) RHR venting cannot 
be accomplisied easily because•t scffolding needed to access the vents is not 

• staged, (2) the aibity to vent the RHR pipes is limited by loop seals, (3) the 
' operator neesto enter an area that has high steam or radiation levels, (4) the 
operator needs apecil equipment to open a valve that is not staged.  

E Thenispecto-rsh6uild'"write down any unique assumptions that significantly influence the 
... dit given to te.e mtiagaing function at the bottom of the worksheet. These 

assumptions are eniticaI to performing the Phase 3 analysis and these assumptions are 
.• critical to understanding plant specific risk of the finding. For example, if cooling water 

fi • is not needed to,support low pressure injection when the ECCS pump is pumping water 
Scooler than1201F, that assumption should be written at the bottom of the worksheet.  

"Thi:stemplate does not provide any information on system dependency or alignment 
'duning shutdown. We refer the user to the system-dependency tables of at-power plant
specific SDP notebooks. However, the inspector has to consider additional dependencies 
for additional systems/functions not needed at full power (e.g. AC power for containment 
closure). The inspector also has to consider whether the support system is needed for the
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frontline system at shutdown. For example, for some licensees, SRW may not be 
required for low pressure safety injection pump bearing and motor cooling if the pump is 
pumping cool water (< 120F).

Ii Finally, the availability of standby RCS injection along with operator error drives 
shutdown risk. As long as standby injection is available, in most cases, standby injection 
buys time for other operator recovery actions such as: leak path te'nrminatin and RHR 
recovery. If there are factors that could render the standby RCS injtion unavailable 
such as: gas intrusion or support system unavalablifty•then thess•facti-s (assumptions) 
become risk significant and should be assessed carefilly. .. 4
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